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Abstract  
 Compared with costly and time-consuming biological experiments, computational approaches to predict 
protein functions are easier and more cost-efficient. In this work, a feature vector constructed by extracting 
numerical features from sequences based on hydrophobicity, polarity and charge properties, and a function 
possibility of sequence are proposed. Then the feature vector and function possibility are used to predict 
protein function with k-nearest neighbors algorithm (KNN). Our method avoids some problems of 
sequence similarity based methods, because it has involved both local and global information of sequences. 
The results of our experiments show that our method is more efficient. 
 

1 Introduction   

  An essential goal of bioinformatics is to predict the functions of unknown proteins. Since it 

is expensive and time-consuming to determine the functions of proteins through experiments, 

it is therefore important and essential to study computational approaches. 

  Currently, many methods have been developed to predict the functions of proteins. Some 

methods are based on sequence similarity [1], for example, by using BLAST[2], FASTA[3], 

researchers can carry out a sequence similarity search to find similar proteins or annotation 

information in public databases [4]. Some methods are based on structure similarity. 
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Kawabata and Eidhammer used structure similarity to predict functions. The protein-protein 

interaction approach was used in the prediction of protein functions [5,6]. Vazquez proposed 

assigning proteins functional class based on the network of physical interactions, which are 

determined by minimizing the number of protein interactions among different functional 

categories [7]. Function assignment is proteome-wide determined by the global connectivity 

pattern of the protein network. The approach results in multiple functional assignments, 

which is an equivalent solution. The method of combining of sequence and structural features 

was proposed. Pugalenthi presented a SVM method for the identification of catalytic residues 

using sequence and structural features [8]. In addition, many machine-learning algorithms 

have been used in function prediction, such as support vector machines (SVM) [9],neural 

networks [10-12], Naive Bayes classifiers [13,14] and so on. Among them SVM is most 

widely used. But for all of the machine-learning algorithms, the results differ from the 

training sets.  

  The features extracted from the sequence play an important role in function prediction. 

Many researchers have acquired a variety of features extracted from sequences which can be 

used in function prediction. Jong Kyoung Kim presented a feature extraction method from 

protein sequence, which employs local and global pair-wise sequence alignment scores as 

well as composition-based features [15]. Five different features are used for training support 

vector machines (SVMs) separately and a weighted majority voting makes a final decision. 

The accuracy reached 88.53% when it was used in prediction of subcellular localization of 

proteins. In Gao’s method, a combined feature of primary sequence defined as a 430D 

(dimensional) vector including 20 amino acid compositions, 400 dipeptide compositions and 

10 physicochemical properties, was utilized to predict the protein subcellular location [16]. 

Pufeng Du proposed a method to predict C-to-U RNA editing sites using only nucleotide 

sequence features [17]. Li and Liao proposed a global encoding method of protein sequence 

(GE) to describe global information of amino acid sequence, and assigned protein functional 

class using nearest neighbor algorithm (NNA) [18]. In Lee’s method, thirty-three features that 

represent subtle differences in local regions and full regions of the protein sequences were 

introduced. Those features were extracted from the sequences based on the transition of 

negatively and positively charged residues, which depends on the importance of 
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negatively/positively charged residues [4]. Liao aimed at choosing some nearest samples 

according to their length for identifying protein function, irrespective of sequence and 

structural similarities. He proposed a method for data selection and used Nearest neighbor 

algorithm(NNA) to predict the protein function [19].  

  In this letter, new features extracted from the sequences based on the transition between 

different classes of amino acids are introduced, and then used to predict protein function with 

the algorithm of k-nearest neighbors. The results show that our method is effective. 

 

2 Dataset 

  We download the 1377 protein sequences from ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/yeast/, which were 

extracted from the dataset of the report of Vazquez [7]. The seventeen functional categories of 

all proteins are presented in Table 1 [18]. 

 
Table 1  The numbers of each functional class in dataset 

Functional class Number Functional class Number 
Metabolism 408 Protein fate (folding, modification, destination) 452 

Energy 95 Cell cycle and DNA processing 441 

Development (systemic) 26 
Protein with binding function of cofactor 

requirement 
458 

Cell type differentiation 204 
Cellular transport, transportfacilities and transport 

routes 
331 

Protein synthesis 98 Regulation of metabolism and protein function 115 
Interaction with the 

environment 
172 

Cellular communication/signal transduction 
mechanism 

110 

Cell fate 143 Cellrescue,defense and virulence 201 
Biogenesis of cellular 

components 
324 Transposable elements,viral and plasmid proteins 5 

Transcription 427   

 

From this dataset, we randomly choose M proteins as the known-functions samples, and 

then choose M1 samples from the remaining proteins also at random. M1 proteins will be 

used as the prediction proteins in our study. At last, we use the jackknife methods to test the 

whole dataset. 
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3 Methods 
3.1 Extract new features from protein sequences 
  Cai supported that hydrophobicity, polarity, and charge properties play greater roles than 

other features [20]. We classify the 20 residues into five different classes based on their 

physiochemical characteristics, such as hydrophobic property, polarity, acid-base properties, 

and so on. Also, acid-base properties are classified as negatively/positively charged residues 

in some papers [4]. 

neutral non-polar hydrophobic amino                   A={AVLIFPG} 

neutral polar hydrophilic amino                        B={QSTCN} 

neutral polar hydrophobic amino                       C={MWY} 

acid-hydrophilic amino(negatively charged residues)       D={DE} 

Base-hydrophilic amino (positively charged residues)       E={ KRH}  

  We extract some features from the protein sequences using the following method. 

RAA was defined as  

(1)                       nAA#AAR 
     

n is the total number of amino acids in a sequence, #AA is the total number of continuous 

changes from A to A,  

(2)                      nAB# ABR 
     

#AB is the total number of continuous changes from A to B or vice versa. Similar to RAA, 

RAB, we can get RAC,RAD,RAE,RBB,RBC,RBD,RBE,RCC,RCD,RCE,RDD,RDE, REE, a 

total of 15 kinds of global numerical features. 

  To account for local region information, we can divide every protein sequence into L parts, 

let � �n/L  be the length of the previous L-1 parts, and the rest of amino can be put in the 

L-th part.  � �n/L =ceiling (n/L), the ceiling function returns the next greater integer. So for 

every part, we can get 15 number features and total L*15 local number features. For example  

RBB(i) #BB(i) n(i)    i 1,2,3,...,L           (3)
 
   

RBC(i)  #BC(i) n(i)    i 1,2,3,...,L            (4)
 
  

Coupled with global features, we can get a total of 15*L+15 features for every sequence. The 
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dimension of the feature vector is 15*L+15. 

3.2  Function Prediction Based on k-nearest Neighbor (KNN) 

  After get a W(=15*L+15) dimensional vector for every protein sequence, we work out 

similarities of different sequences by calculating the distances, such as Euclidean distance 

and Hamming distance and so on. In this work, Euclidean distance is used as the distance 

metric, as formula (5), where Vi is the vector of the i-th sequence, while Vj is the vector of the 

j-th sequence, s
iV is the s-th elements of the vector Vi, and dij is the distance between Vi and 

Vj. 

(5)    �          )V(Vd W

1s
2s

j
s

iij � 

�
  

  Assuming that there are X sample sequences whose functions have been known, we can 

get the X distance values between Q and the X sample sequences for a testing sequence Q. 

Then we select the K sequences, which are close to Q sequence. 

  And fm is defined as the possibility of the Q sequence, which has the function of m, 

m=1,2,..., 17. There are two methods to calculate fm, m=1,2,..., 17. 

I ount the number of sequences which have the function of m in the K sample 

sequences, assign this number to fm. 

II Order the K sequences according to the K distance values from small to large. If the 

1-st sequence has the function m, fm=fm+K, if not, fm =fm; if the 2nd sequence has the 

function m, fm=fm+K-2+1, if not, fm=fm; if the k-th sequence has the function m, 

fm=fm+K-k+1,if not ,fm=fm; The rest can be done in the same manner. Then we can get the 

values of all the fm, m=1,2,...,17. 

Next we can use the value of fm to predict the functions of sequence Q. Because every 

sequence has more than one function, so we can also predict that Q has more than one 

function. We can take the one, two, three, four biggest values of fm corresponding functions, 

and predict them as functions of Q sequence. This is due to the average value of all the 

sequences functions which is 4, and the largest is 8 in our dataset [3]. 
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4 Results and Discussion 

All of the feature vectors are calculated by our new method, and KNN is used in prediction 

parts of the dataset. After a lot of experiments, we find that L=20 is the best choice for the 

dataset. Table 2, 3 and 4 are the results of experiments when the two, three, four largest 

values are taken from corresponding functions that are predicted as the function of sequences 

respectively. Figure 1 show the results of experiments when the one, two, three, four largest 

values are selected for predicting the functions. Table 5 shows that the accuracy of our 

method is better than Vazquez [7] and Li Xi [18] in most indicators. All the data in the five 

tables are the average values of fifty experiments. Vazquez's global optimization method 

(GOM) was based on the protein-protein network, so it needs the protein-protein interaction 

data to use this method, and it can't handle the problem if the protein has only one interaction 

pattern. Our method just only used the information got from the primitive sequence, which 

can complete all the conditions. Li Xi's method should encode the sequences before 

extracting features, but our approach extracts features directly, eliminating the need for 

encoding process. And they used the nearest neighbor algorithm (NNA), the result of which is 

not as good as KNN. We test the whole dataset by jackknife method. The result in table 6 

shows that our method is also effective for the whole dataset. 

 

 
 
 

Table 2  While L=20,the accuracy of k=1,...,K, for different M and M1,taking the biggest two values 
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Table 3    While L=20,the accuracy of k=1,...,K, for different M and M1,taking the biggest three values 

 

Table 4  While L=20,the accuracy of k=1,...,K, for different M and M1,taking the biggest four values 
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Figure 1  While L=20,different M and M1,the accuracy for k=1,2,...,K 

Table 5 The accuracy comparison of our method and other methods 

Accuracy 

Alexei.Va 

Xi Lib 

Our (two) 

Our(three) 

Our(four) 

a the results in [7] 

b the results in [18]
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Table  2  While L=20,the accuracy of k=1,2,...,K, for different M and M1,taking the biggest two, three or 
four values fm,m=1,2,...,17  

 

Sometimes, sequence similarity based approaches are often inadequate in the absence of 

similar sequences or when the sequence similarity among known protein sequences is not 

statistically significant [1,4].Our method avoid this problem by extracting the features from 

sequences based on physiochemical properties. 

   In our method, it is critical to classify residues based on physiochemical properties of 

proteins. It's based on four important properties as Cai suggested that amino acid composition, 

hydrophobicity, polarity [20], and charge properties play more critical roles than other 

features [4]. If this method is based on one kind of physiochemical property only, it will 

contain less valuable information, the accuracy will be lower. But if the amino acids are 

divided into too many classes, the number of sequence features will be too many, and some 

features will be redundant, so we divide them into five classes. 

  L is also very important. If it is too small, the number of features will not be enough for 

prediction, and if it is too large, it will be redundant. The chosen biggest number and the 

number of nearest neighbors (K) are essential. In this work, while K approaches 30, the 

accuracy reaches the maximum value.  

 

5 Conclusions 

  In this letter, we proposed a new method of extracting features from protein sequences 

based on four physicochemical properties of amino acids classes. And we adopted the 

k-nearest neighbors’ algorithm (KNN) to predict the protein functions. The experimental 

results show that our method is better than some existing methods. Our method has obtained 

the local and global information of sequences, so it avoids some problems of sequence 
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similarity based methods. Our method can be used to predict protein function while just 

knowing the sequences, because it does not require any information other than the primitive 

sequences.  
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